RED Talks:
An Academic Conference for Students

Join us in the Community Room for this year’s Claro conference! Add value to your resume—and perhaps score some extra credit—by attending one session or several. Enjoy a refreshment and a refreshing break from your usual routine.

Wednesday
April 20th, 2016

9:00 a.m.
Service in Action
These panelists showcase the benefits of community involvement and including service in academic curricula.

10:30 a.m.
Erotic Literature & Human Sexuality
Students from Fawn Oates’s & Stina French’s Erotic Lit & Human Sexuality class consider the intersection between psychology and literature.
*Interactive session!*

12:00 p.m.
Reimagining the Past
Students from Toni Nicholas’s History class re-interpret key historic events from unexpected points of view.

1:30 p.m.
Public Service Announcements
This audio-visual panel presents the power of public communication and activism.

Thursday
April 21st, 2016

9:00 a.m.
Creative Reworkings of Shakespeare
The Bard gets remixed in a visual artwork, a short story, and an original song.

10:30 a.m.
Multimodal Arguments
This panel consists of multi-part, multi-genre projects that reach beyond the typical research paper format.

12:00 p.m.
Our Multiple Selves
These panelists study ways we are created and create ourselves.

1:30 p.m.
Physician’s Assistant Program
In their proposal, Physician Assistant students discuss the traumatic brain injury epidemic and propose a fall-prevention program for the elderly.

3:00 p.m.
The Fault in Our Stars:
Web-Based Literary Analysis
Amanda Hardman’s Introduction to Literature class shows their interactive website, created for Golden High School students.
REDTalks presents SERVICE IN ACTION

Wednesday
April 20, 2016
9 a.m.

These panelists showcase the benefits of community involvement and including service in academic curricula.

Featuring:
Nick Siler
Cindy Smith
Talina Smith
Erotic Literature & Human Sexuality

Students from Faun Oates’s & Stina French’s Erotic Lit & Human Sexuality class consider the intersection between psychology and literature.

*Interactive session!*

with Kara Ullmer, Claire Snyder & Madison Smith, Nicole Callinicos, Natalia Aramovich and Michael Macasinag

Wednesday
April 20th, 2016
10:30 A.M.
Reimaging the Past

Wednesday
April 20th, 2016
12:00 p.m.

Presented by REDTalks

Students from Toni Nicholas’s History class re-interpret key historic events from unexpected points of view.

featuring
Richard Aipperspach
Cory Kennedy
James Silvester

Students from Toni Nicholas’s History class re-interpret key historic events from unexpected points of view.
Public Service Announcements
Presented by REDTalks

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 @ 1:30 p.m.

This audio-visual panel presents the power of public communication and activism.

Cara McDearmont
“Shark Conservation”

Marika Fama
“College Tuition: What’s the Price on Your Future?”
Creative Reworkings of Shakespeare

The Bard gets remixed in a visual artwork, a short story, and an original song.

Thursday
April 21, 2016
9:00 a.m.

with William Bubeck, Ryan Sheldon, and Dan DuVarney

Presented by REDTalks
April 21st, 2016

10:30 a.m.

Multimodal Arguments

with Michelle Christensen

and Donny Davidson

This panel consists of multi-part, multi-genre projects that reach beyond the typical research paper format.

Presented by REDTalks
Our Multiple Selves

These panelists study ways we are created and create ourselves.

Thursday April 21st, 2016 12:00p.m.

with Joshua Fern, Benjamin Schramm, & Jenny Foxworth

presented by REDTalks
In their proposal, Physician Assistant students discuss the traumatic brain injury epidemic and propose a fall-prevention program for the elderly.
Amanda Hardman’s Introduction to Literature class shows their interactive website, created for Golden High School students.